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Diffusion Characteristics for Simultaneous Source Coding & Encryption [Encompression] Rohit Pandharkar



1. Introduction Claude Shannon, in his classical paper on ‘Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems’[1], treated the concepts of Information theory and encryption both, and delineated the areas where the information theoretic concepts intersect with those of encryption. In this paper, Shannon introduced the concepts of Confusion and Diffusion. However, it is the concept of Diffusion which is of our interest for encompression. Shannon’s Concept of Diffusion: In diffusion, the statistical structure of M (message plaintext) which leads to its redundancy is “dissipated” into long range statistics—i.e., into statistical structure involving long combinations of letters in the cryptogram. The effect here is that the enemy must intercept a tremendous amount of material to tie down this structure, since the structure is evident only in blocks of very small individual probability [Refer Appendix 1] William Stallings [2] refers to diffusion as the phenomenon of flipping of multitude of bits in the output stream generated from a key, resulting in deviation from the original source coded signal, or from encrypted signal by making smaller changes in the key. The definition by Stallings is broader in the sense that it allows us to look at diffusion from number of bits flipped (which is easier to compute) rather than looking at redundancy dissipation. Chung-E Wang [3][4] has worked extensively in the area of Cryptography in data Compression, and has delved into the possibilities of exploiting the freedom in the source coding algorithms for the sake of encryption. Combining Source Coding and Encryption: Encompression Having considered the relations established by Shannon between source coding and encryption, and looking at the possibility of exploiting the freedom in the source coding algorithms, we work towards a Comprehensive Theory of Simultaneous Source coding and Encryption.



2. Algorithm for ENCOMPRESSION & results for diffusion While looking at Encompression, an important characteristic of secrecy systems that interests us is the “Diffusion Measure”. As Source coding algorithms define the rules of ‘defining characters/source symbols in entirety’, a small change in the rules of defining symbols can reflect in a large change in the output text. For example: Let us consider a crude concept of coding in which we represent letters a-to-z by numbers 1-to-26. Let us define a rule for encryption as Ci= mi+1 mod 26: However, if the rule is changed to Cj= i=1Σ i=s m j+i. mod 26



Almost all the output bits will be changed. So, we conclude that a small change in the RULES OF CODING can reflect in large change in statistics of output symbols. Based on this, we claim that “Diffusion characteristics of cipher text resulting out of Simultaneous Source Coding and Encryption are better than those of cipher text generated from stepwise source coding and then encryption”. Now, we consider Huffman coding for moving towards initial results supporting our claim. We define our methods as Method 1: Stepwise, Huffman coding (normal) and then encrypting with key K Method 2: Simultaneous Huffman Coding and encryption by, shuffling the Huffman tree using the same key K. Here, we compare diffusion of bits in two cases 1) Bitwise Deviation of the source coded & encrypted sequence from the original source-codedonly sequence using method 1 and method 2 2) Bitwise deviation of the source-coded-and-encrypted sequence using key K1 and Key K1’ (by changing few key bits) by each method separately.



CASE 1: Consider the following tree. 



For ENCOMPRESSION, we use a key of length equal to number of parent nodes.



The essential idea of concealing information in the process of a Huffman coding is to use an encryption key to shuffle the Huffman tree before the encoding process. Without the encryption key, the Huffman tree cannot be shuffled in the same way and thus the decompression cannot be done properly. Consequently, the original information cannot be revealed. To shuffle a Huffman tree, the interior nodes i.e. nodes with 2 children, are first numbered. There are many ways of numbering these interior nodes. For example, by performing a queue traversal on the Huffman tree, the interior nodes can be numbered in the top-down, left-right fashion. In Fig. 1, the labeling of the interior nodes shows the top-down, left-right numbering of the interior nodes. 



Afterward bits of the encryption key are associated with the interior nodes according to the numbering; interior node 1 is associated with the first bit of the encryption key, interior node 2 is associated with the second bit of the encryption key, etc. Finally, of each interior node that has a corresponding encryption bit of 1, the left child is swapped with the right child. In Fig. 2, the encryption key used is “101101”. Thus, the two children of interior nodes 1, 3, 4, and 6 are swapped. After the shuffling, the codeword of permissible characters are changed dramatically and cannot be decoded without an identically shuffled Huffman tree. Note: It should be observed that this algorithm does not alter any of the normal characteristics of Huffman coding namely: Compression ratio, average code word length and entropies. We are changing the branching of nodes at the same level of priority (i.e. a code word of k-bit s for a letter is changed into another code word of k-bits only by shuffling the Huffman tree).Hence, this is in fact a case of a differently labeled Huffman tree, by using the freedom of labeling the 1s and 0s in forming the tree. It has been shown already that Huffman tree is not unique [5], however yields the same results of compression ratios and average code word length.



Now consider a 20 letter message text: gdabbcfgdecfgbcdefcd By method 1: Step 1: Source coding using Unshuffled Huffman tree: The source coded sequence using Fig 1 is: 1100 100 01 1101 1101 101 111 1100 100 00 101 111 1100 1101 101 100 00 111 101 100 [SEQ A]



Step 2: Encryption using key K. Now we use the Key K= 101101 repetitively and XOR it with our source code sequence Source coded : 1100 100 01 1101 1101 101 111 1100 100 00 101 111 1100 1101 101 100 00 111 101 100 Key : 1011 011 01 1011 0110 110 110 1101 101 10 110 110 1101 1011 011 011 01 101 101 101 Final sequence: 0111 111 00 0110 1011 011 001 0001 001 10 011 001 0001 0110 110 111 01 010 000 001 [SEQB]



Deviation (SEQ B ~ SEQ A) of Coded-Encrypted seq. from Source-coded-only sequence = 44 bits/63 bits Method 2: Simultaneous Source coding and encryption using Shuffled Huffman tree from fig 2. Original message: g d a b b c f g d e c f g b c d e f c d Final sequence: 0001 011 11 0000 0000 010 001 0001 011 10 010 001 0001 0000 010 011 10 001 101 011 [SEQ C]



Deviation (SEQ C ~ SEQ A) of Coded-Encrypted seq. from Source-coded-only sequence = 49 bits/63 bits Comparison: Method 2 has 11.3% better diffusion as compared to method 1 Method 1 gives 0.698 fractional deviations, and method 2 gives 0.777 fractional deviations.



CASE 2: Bitwise deviation of the source-coded-and-encrypted sequence using key K1 and Key K1’ (by changing few key bits) by each method separately.



Let us change only one (first) bit of the key and observe how many bits are changed at output because of this change. New key K1’ =001101 (Previous key was: 101101) Method 1: As the key was repetitively used 11 times, the first bit will appear 11 times and hence the output changes in 11 bits New Sequence Final sequence: 1111 110 00 0111 1011 001 001 0101 001 00 011 011 0001 1110 111 111 01 110 000 101 [SEQ D]



Deviation (SEQ D ~ SEQ B)= 11 bits/63 bits



Method 2: Here a lot of bits change because changing one key bit changes symbols for all letters



a b c d e f g



Previous 11 0000 010 011 10 001 0001



with K1’ 01 1000 110 111 01 101 1001



Hence, there is a change of 1 bit per letter in original plaintext - for [SEQ E] So total number of changes is: 20 bits (for 20 letter sequence). Hence deviation is 20 bits/63 bits Comparison: Method 1 gives 17.4% Diffusion in CASE 2 Method 2 gives 31.7% Diffusion in CASE 2 Method 2 gives 1.81 times better results than Method 1 in CASE 2.



3 Conclusions: Our claim that Simultaneous Source coding and Compression gives better diffusion for a key as compared to that for Step wise source coding and encryption with the same key has been substantiated in case of Huffman coding algorithm. It indicates that if the source coding rules are changed based on a key for encryption, by exploiting the freedom in source coding algorithms, they can eliminate the overhead of encrypting the source coded sequence separately. Moreover, it shall also be noted that these benefits are achieved without compromising the Entropy, Equivocation and Coding efficiency of the Huffman coding as we are changing the branching of nodes at the same level of priority (i.e. a code word of k-bit s for a letter is changed into another code word of k-bits only by shuffling the Huffman tree). Thus, average code word length, compression-ratio, and average mutual entropies remain the same as that would have been for normal Huffman coding



Appendix 1 Two methods (other than recourse to ideal systems) suggest themselves for frustrating a statistical analysis. These we may call the methods of diffusion and confusion. In the method of diffusion the statistical structure of M (message plaintext) which leads to its redundancy is “dissipated” into long range statistics—i.e.,into statistical structure involving long combinations of letters in the cryptogram. The effect here is that the enemy must intercept a tremendous amount of material to tie down this structure, since the structure is evident only in blocks of very small individual probability. Furthermore, even when he has sufficient material, the analytical work required is much greater since the redundancy has been diffused over a large number of individual statistics.



An example of diffusion of statistics is operating on a message M = m1;m2;m3; _ _ _ with an “averaging” operation, e.g., i=s



yn = i=1Σ mn+i (mod 26); adding s successive letters of the message to get a letter yn. One can show that the redundancy of the y sequence is the same as that of the m sequence, but the structure has been dissipated. Thus the letter frequencies in y will be more nearly equal than in m, the digram frequencies also more nearly equal, etc. Indeed any reversible operation which produces one letter out for each letter in and does not have an infinite “memory” has an output with the same redundancy as the input. The statistics can never be eliminated without compression, but they can be spread out.
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